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UHDpulse – Metrology for advanced radiotherapy using particle beams with ultra-high pulse dose rates is a 
recently started European Joint Research Project with the aim to develop and improve dosimetry standards for 
FLASH radiotherapy, very high energy electron (VHEE) radiotherapy and laser-driven medical accelerators. This 
paper gives a short overview about the current state of developments of radiotherapy with FLASH electrons and 
protons, very high energy electrons as well as laser-driven particles and the related challenges in dosimetry due 
to the ultra-high dose rate during the short radiation pulses. We summarize the objectives and plans of the 
UHDpulse project and present the 16 participating partners.  
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1. Introduction 

Radiation therapy is currently one of the main techniques used for 
the treatment of cancer. In Europe alone, the number of patients that 
would have an indication for it at some point during their treatment is 
predicted to rise by 16% between 2012 and 2025, reaching 2 million 
patients treated with radiation therapy (compared to 4 million diag-
nosed) in 2025 [1]. In external beam radiotherapy, the majority of pa-
tients are treated with compact medical electron linear accelerators 
(LINACs). 

Over the last thirty years, major advances in external beam radiation 
technologies and delivery have significantly improved the 3D confor-
mation of radiation dose to the target volume and reduction of side ef-
fects. For example, stereotactic radiotherapy using photon external 
beam achieves a very steep dose fall-off, enabling very high doses to be 
prescribed in a single treatment or a few fractions [2]. These kinds of 
hypofractionated treatments have demonstrated a great potential for 
improvement of freedom from local failure and even overall survival 
[3]. However, despite an increasing degree of dose conformity, patients 
may still experience severe (⩾ Grade 3) toxicity from radiation treat-
ment, particularly when target volumes overlap organs at risk [4]. In the 
case of paediatric brain cancers, favourable survival rates have been 
achieved by treatments including aggressive radiotherapy [5], but often 
at the cost of severe and irreversible, mostly radio-induced, neuro-
cognitive, endocrine and psychological sequelae [6] with further 
impairment of quality of life. Even when modern techniques such as 
intensity-modulated radiotherapy are used, acute radiation reactions in 
the skin might still arise [7], and be a reason for treatment interruptions, 
which can negatively affect treatment outcome with radiotherapy. On 
the other hand, while radioresistant tumours might need higher radia-
tion dose to control local disease progression and local recurrence [8], 
radiation treatments are, in a number of cases, limited to moderate doses 
by the risk of intolerable acute [9] or late [10] toxicity. This is especially 
true when extended radiation fields are required, as for metastases 
treatment, or in case of highly cellular and infiltrative tumours [11]. 
Hence, innovative strategies in radiation therapy treatment are still 
required to widen the therapeutic window, i.e. the range of dose which 
provides safe effective cure. 

FLASH radiotherapy (FLASH-RT) is a promising cancer treatment 
under development, that involves an almost instantaneous delivery of a 
high radiation dose in only a few radiation pulses of ultra-high dose rate. 
It has been reported since the 1960s that delivering the total dose within 
only a single nanosecond-pulse of X-rays elicit a sharp increase of cell 
survival compared to conventional treatment [12]. Such an approach 
gained a renewed appreciation when it was demonstrated in vivo and 
with linear accelerators to dramatically reduce adverse side effects to 
healthy tissues while being as effective for tumour control as conven-
tional radiotherapy (CONV-RT) [13–20]. This so-called FLASH effect 
would in principle make possible to mitigate dramatically adverse re-
actions to aggressive radiation therapies even with limited geometrical 
conformity, and/or to extend the prescribed dose to unprecedented 
tumour control, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

There is no indication that the sparing effectiveness of FLASH-RT 
would rest on the type of radiation. The FLASH effect was observed 
also with photons [18] and protons [21] but the most of the pre-clinical 
studies investigating the FLASH effect have been conducted so far using 
electron beams generated by dedicated [22] or modified clinical [23] 
LINACs with energies not exceeding 20 MeV (for an overview see tables 
in Refs. [24,25]). The limited energy of medical electron beams, only 
suitable for treatment of superficial or shallow tumours, boost treat-
ments and operative scars [26], becomes a significant obstacle for 
treatment of deep-seated tumours. 

The application of very high energy electron (VHEE) [27] beams 
with energies exceeding 100 MeV could address the limitation of 
penetration depth and allow a therapeutic dose to be delivered to a deep- 
seated tumour using FLASH regimes but requires huge accelerators for 

beam production. 
The actual accelerator structure of a laser driven electron accelerator 

is only a few cm in size and can reach energies up to GeV [28]. Laser- 
driven particle accelerators, which are being considered as the next 
generation of compact and cost-effective accelerators for radiotherapy 
with VHEE [29] as well as protons [30], can deliver ultra-short radiation 
pulses of extremely high dose rate (up to 109 – 1012 Gy/s). 

FLASH-RT as well as VHEE and laser-driven beams present signifi-
cant metrological challenges as there are significantly higher dose rates 
during each radiation pulse than for radiation pulses from conventional 
medical accelerators. Fig. 2 illustrates the typical achievable dose per 
beam pulse and the pulse length at these novel radiotherapy techniques 
in comparison with the typical beam pulse at conventional (electron/ 
photon) radiotherapy: A pulse of ultra-high dose from a FLASH electron 
LINAC (1.5 Gy/pulse [19]) is more than three orders of magnitude 
intense than a pulse from a conventional medical LINAC (1 mGy/pulse), 
whereby the pulse duration is comparable (few μs). Similar high dose 
per pulse is achieved by RF driven VHEE accelerators (2 Gy/pulse [31]) 
in much shorter pulse duration. Laser driven electrons (80 mGy/pulse 
[32]) or laser driven protons (7 Gy/pulse [33]) are orders of magnitude 
shorter and therefore have a higher dose rate during the pulse. In an 
experimental set-up for FLASH protons [34] a pulse is generated by 
chopping 300 ms from a continuous beam from a cyclotron. Synchro-
cyclotrons generate pulsed proton beams. Novel superconducting syn-
chrocyclotrons (IBA S2C2) can reach 1 Gy/pulse at 10 μs pulse duration. 

The established active detectors for real-time dosimetry as ionization 
chambers or diodes start to fail when the dose rate/dose-per-pulse is 
increased beyond what is used in conventional radiotherapy. The red 
dashed line in Fig. 2 indicates an upper limit, where the ion collection 
efficiency of a common ionization chamber (Advanced Markus chamber 
[35]) starts to deviate considerably from unity. 

Before implementation in clinical practice, a method to precisely 
measure radiation doses at these ultra-high pulse dose rates (UHPDR) is 
required, to ensure reliable delivery of prescribed doses to patients. The 
project “Metrology for advanced radiotherapy using particle beams with 
ultra-high pulse dose rates” (‘UHDpulse’,http://uhdpulse-empir.eu/) 
will develop a measurement framework, encompassing reference stan-
dards traceable to SI units and validated reference methods for dose 
measurements at ultra-high pulse dose rates. It will also characterise 
detector systems, develop traceable and validated methods for relative 
dosimetry, characterise stray radiation, and contribute to codes of 

Fig. 1. Illustration of dependence of tumour control probability (TCP, green) 
and normal tissue complications probability (NTCP, red) on dose for conven-
tional (solid) and FLASH (dashed) radiotherapy. TCP without NTCP (blue) has 
its maximum in the so-called therapeutic window. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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practice (validated dosimetry formalism). Ultimately, the aim is to 
insure that patients will receive their prescribed dose, for safer, cost 
effective, cancer treatments. 

UHDpulse is a Joint Research Project in the framework of the Eu-
ropean Metrology Programme for Innovation and Research (EMPIR). 
EMPIR is a metrology-focused programme of coordinated Research and 
Development which enables European metrology institutes, industrial 
and other organisations, and academia to collaborate. The UHDpulse 
project has started in September 2019 with a duration of three years. 
Interested institutes that want to contribute to the goals of the project 
may join as a collaborator. 

2. Overview of novel radiotherapy techniques using ultra-high 
pulse dose rate particle beams 

2.1. FLASH radiotherapy 

2.1.1. Electrons 
Ultra-high dose rate biological studies. A large number of in vivo 

radiobiological experiments recorded significant normal tissue sparing 
using electron irradiation at ultra-high dose rates, across various species, 
such as small rodents (mouse [20,37,38,23], rat [39]), developing or-
ganisms (zebrafish [16]), and larger mammals (mini-pig and cat [15]), 
on clinical endpoints (lung fibrosis [37], neurocognitive impairment 
[38], developmental disorder and deformity [16,39], severe skin re-
actions [39,15], gastrointestinal syndrome [20,23]). Most importantly, 
these protocols have shown equally efficient tumour control as CONV- 
RT [13,20,36]. 

As an illustration of the therapeutic potential FLASH-RT, Fig. 3 
shows Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP) and Tumor 
Control Probability (TCP) after FLASH and CONV-RT in normal brain 
and brain tumour from Ref [36]. This study demonstrates that the use of 
FLASH-RT instead of CONV-RT shifts the 50% - NTCP from ≈8 Gy to 
≈12.5 Gy on the mouse model. Then, for example, if a 50% - probability 
of toxicity is considered as the acceptable limit, this would allow in this 
model to increase the dose delivered to the tumor and its close vicinity 
from less than 30% of TCP (at 8 Gy) up to 80%-TCP (at 12.5 Gy). 

Such remarkable pre-clinical results sustain in the long term as the 
following examples show. Vozenin et al. [15] reported on the FLASH 
irradiation of the skin of a mini-pig in 2016 (Fig. 4). In this experiment, 
different spots have been exposed to single shots of irradiation at doses 
between 22 Gy and 34 Gy, in FLASH mode (300 Gy/s) vs a conventional 
dose rate of 5 Gy/min. The authors reported that nine month post 
irradiation, the FLASH-irradiated spots (Fig. 5 top) displayed a quasi- 
normal macroscopic and microscopic morphology as well as preserved 
hair follicles, whereas the conventionally irradiated spots (Fig. 5 bot-
tom) show dramatic fibronecrotic remodelling. Interestingly, after a 

follow-up of 3 years, the skin alteration in the FLASH-irradiated zones is 
still minimal with a slight hyperkeratosis and depilation, whereas the 
spots irradiated at conventional dose rates show severe contraction of 
the skin and deep fibrosis. Fig. 6 shows a photo of the irradiated pig skin 
taken in late 2019. 

Following this experiment, a first human patient was successfully 

Fig. 2. Illustration of typical achievable dose per beam pulse and the pulse duration at medical LINACs for conventional radiotherapy and at novel radiotherapy 
techniques with ultra-high pulse dose rates. Red dashed line: upper limit, where the ion collection efficiency of an Advanced Markus ionization chamber starts to 
deviate considerably from unity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Normal Tissue Control Probability (NTCP) and Tumor Control Proba-
bility (TCP) after FLASH and CONV-RT in normal brain and brain tumour 
(GBM, Glioblastoma cell line). Normal brain toxicity was investigated using the 
Novel Object Recognition task (NOR) 2 months post-FLASH and CONV-RT. For 
details see Bourhis et al. Ref [36]. 

Fig. 4. Mini-pig in front of FLASH electron irradiation facility at Lausanne 
University Hospital (CHUV) in 2016. 
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treated for recurring cutaneous lymphoma with 15 Gy single dose 
FLASH-RT (10 pulses of 1.5 Gy within 90 μs), using the same experi-
mental electron LINAC at Lausanne University Hospital [19]. This trial 
supports the hope that the FLASH effect is clinically applicable. 

Electron FLASH-RT implementation. For these studies, both custom- 
made FLASH LINACs [13,22], and specifically modified clinical 
LINACs [40] were used with an average dose-rate of several dozens of 
Gy/s by increasing the dose-per-pulse to 1 Gy or more (i.e. a dose-rate ⩾ 
106 Gy/s in the pulse). However, since an integrate explanation in terms 
of mechanisms accounting for both normal tissue sparing and tumour 
control efficiency is still to be deciphered, the minimal requirements in 
terms of average and/or instantaneous dose-rate to elicit the FLASH 
effect are not clearly defined yet. 

Recently, different physico-chemical models [18,41,42] have been 
proposed, hypothesizing that the differential impact of FLASH irradia-
tion could be mediated at least in part by total or partial local oxygen 
depletion under FLASH time scale. This stems from the observation that 
a doubling of the oxygen concentration in the brain reverses the 
cognitive protective effects of FLASH-RT in vivo [18], or inversely, that 
the FLASH effect can only be elicit in physiological oxygen conditions in 
cultured cells in vitro [43,44]. 

According to the different models, the impact of these mechanisms 
would depend either on the tissue’s normoxic/hypoxic status or its 
oxidative damage coping ability, which may explain differential 
response of tissue to a FLASH pulsed beam. As a matter of fact, some 
tumors are known to be poorly oxygenated [45] and differential 
oxidative effect of radiation-induced DNA damage were observed in 

cancer versus normal cells [46]. These theoretical models, although not 
experimentally validated to this day to the authors knowledge, suggest 
that dose-per-pulse or dose-rate in the pulse may be more relevant pa-
rameters than the dose-rate averaged on the irradiation duration. 

Practically, ultra-high dose rates have been achieved up to 20 MeV 
on modified clinical accelerators [40], but for now, only by moving 
closer to the source, which implies quite small homogeneous fields. A 
promising prospect of clinical implementation of FLASH-RT using 
electron beams could however be Intraoperative Radiotherapy (IORT), i. 
e. the delivery of radiation to the tumour or the tumour bed while the 
area is exposed during surgery. IORT is usually performed as a boost for 
cancers with high risk of recurrence such as cancers of the pancreas, 
stomach, rectum, and breast, providing a general improvement of local 
control [47], but also a significant incidence of late normal tissue 
complications, especially peripheral neuropathy [48]. Modern IORT is 
achieved with electron LINACs of 6–15 MeV, which makes possible to 
use the technology of the experimental ultra-high pulse dose rates 
LINACs [13,22]. In addition, IORT is inherently a single-dose therapy, 
which is similar to the experimental conditions under which the FLASH 
effect has been observed [16,20,37,38,23]. 

2.1.2. Protons 
Ultrahigh dose-rate biological studies. A number of experiments have 

been recently conducted over a range of dose rates (up to 109 Gy/s) to 
study the early biological responses of tissues or to validate the occur-
rence of the FLASH effect with protons. Among them, the possible effects 
of ultra-high dose rates on cellular response to proton pulses has been 
investigated using pulses from RF accelerators (up to dose rates of 1500 
Gy/s) [49], as well as laser-accelerated protons (up to 109 Gy/s) [50,51]. 
So far these studies have not shown dose rate dependent effects for a 
variety of in vitro assays (micronuclei formation, clonogenic survival of 
cells, DNA double strand breaks detection). These studies employed 
welloxygenated monolayer and 3D cultures of both cancer and normal 
cell lines [50–57]. Indications of differences in cellular response be-
tween pulsed and continuous irradiation mode or dose-rate dependence 
have been reported for other effects such as chomosome aberration [58], 
nitroxidative stress [59], and senescence [49,60]. The biological impact 
of the temporal aspect of pulsed irradiation has also been investigated 
with a variable delay between laser-driven bunches ranging from 2 to 60 
s, showing that the bunch repetition rate was associated with an oscil-
lation of cell survival [61,62]. Recently, zebrafish embryos were treated 
with proton beams at various doses and dose rates (on the order of 0.08 
and 100 Gy/s for conventional and FLASH irradiation respectively) 
using a clinical proton machine [63]. The radiation effect on embryonic 
survival and the induction of morphological malformations was fol-
lowed after irradiation and no significant influence of proton dose rate 
was revealed. For the rate of pericardial edema as acute radiation effect, 
a significant reduced effect with proton FLASH was however observed 
for a dose of 23 Gy [63]. There is also other evidence that large 
instantaneous dose rate variations (20 Gy/min compared to 40 Gy/s) 
may play a role in determining the molecular/cellular response of some 
human lung epithelial cells to proton therapy [56,64]. Another recent 
study using 4.5 MeV protons at 1000 Gy/s as compared to 0.05 Gy/s also 
suggested that dose rate had little impact on acute effects, but signifi-
cantly influenced the expression of long-term radiation-induced in-
flammatory responses in vitro in normal lung fibroblasts proton [49]. A 
clinical system with pencil beam scanning was also used to perform 
whole thorax mice irradiation and compare conventional and FLASH (1 
Gy/s and 40 Gy/s): a reduced incidence of dermatitis and lung fibrosis 
was observed at a dose of 17.5 Gy [65], as well as a differential acti-
vation of inflammatory/immune, apoptotic and cell cycle genes. Finally, 
a clinical apparatus able to deliver FLASH proton RT at 94 Gy/s using 
double scattered protons was used to report the first clear proton FLASH 
RT-mediated normal tissue radioprotection (loss of proliferating cells in 
intestinal crypts) [21]. 

Prospective FLASH experimental set-up. In view of the potential clinical 

Fig. 5. Mini-pig skin 36 weeks post RT from Ref [15]. The skin of a mini-pig 
was irradiated in 2016 where same doses were delivered using 300 Gy/s 
(FLASH) and 5 Gy/min (CONV). Severe fibronecrotic lesions were observed 
CONV-irradiated spots whereas the skin in FLASH-irradiated spots presented 
quasi-normal appearance. 

Fig. 6. Long term follow-up of the mini-pig skin 3 years post RT.  
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value of FLASH and the availability of modern clinical proton therapy 
facilities to achieve this goal, a series of technological developments 
have been recently investigated by several groups. In Ref. [34], a 
cyclotron facility used to generate protons at energies between 138 and 
198 MeV was modified to produce dose rates exceeding 80 Gy/s for a 12 
× 12 mm2 field size with a scattered beam, thus enabling uniform 
irradiation for preclinical radiobiology investigations. The quantifica-
tion of instantaneous dose rates in 3D for different clinical intensity- 
modulated proton therapy (IMPT) planning strategies and delivery 
scenarios was investigated [66]. A ‘dose-averaged dose rate’ metric, 
locally defined as the dose-weighted mean of the instantaneous dose 
rates of all spots has been proposed as a criterion for the quantification 
of the dose rate in complex clinical cases. A mean dose rate 40 Gy/s can 
be achieved with the current machine only for spot-reduced hypo-
fractionated and shoot-through plans. The dose rate distributions and 
delivery times for lung proton therapy plans was investigated in order to 
provide a framework for optimising the FLASH characteristics of scan-
ned proton beams. The volumes receiving dose from the beams was 
determined and the strategies to obtain the shortest delivery time and 
high dose-rate coverage of healthy tissues was discussed [67]. 

For modern pencil beam scanning systems, the aforementioned 
necessary more detailed review on actual beam delivery parameters is 
especially important, as the influence of spatial beam scanning is not 
trivially covered by a meaningful “average dose rate”. However, today’s 
clinical machines, especially those based on isochronous cyclotrons, are 
already able to deliver (in non-clinical modes) single pencil beams of 
high energy protons with average dose rates up to several thousands of 
Gy/s. As these machines are readily available, they represent a valuable 
environment for near-future FLASH investigations and potentially quick 
clinical translation. Beam diagnostic and dosimetry upgrades are a key 
point here. 

2.2. VHEE radiotherapy 

The possibility of employing VHEE beams for radiation therapy have 
been proposed back in 2000 by DesRosiers et al. [27]. All previous 
studies [68–70] have demonstrated several advantages with respect to 
clinical electron and X-ray beams currently used in radiation therapy. 
The effective range of those beams, which can be as large as 40 cm in 
tissue, makes this modality an excellent candidate for treatment of deep- 
seated tumours in the FLASH regime also with electrons. Moreover, the 
sharp penumbra and insensitivity to tissue inhomogeneities (in com-
parison to X-ray and proton beams) [68,71] could enable more 
controlled delivery of conformal doses to the treated lesions located in 
the proximity of tissues with varying densities. Bazalova et al. [72] have 
shown that VHEE radiotherapy could outperform the current state-of- 
the-art volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) delivered with X- 
ray beams by comparing 3D dose distributions planned on a patient CT 
with VMAT and VHEE treatment delivery. This work demonstrated that 
VHEE RT could offer significant sparing of organs at risk and limit the 
integral dose delivered to the patient. More recently, Kokurewicz et al. 
[73], introduced a concept of focusing VHEEs into a patient to optimize 
dose distribution maps and further reduce surface and exit doses. 
Currently, there is no clinical machine available for VHEE radiotherapy 
treatment, however the team of scientists at the SLAC National Accel-
erator Laboratory is currently developing a pluridirectional high-energy 
agile scanning electron radiotherapy (PHASER) [74] system, which 
could become a solution to deliver VHEE therapy in a near future and, 
possibly, in a FLASH regime. The prototype is still under development. 
However, it is possible that the first VHEE clinical machine will be 
available for treatment in the upcoming decade. The increasing interest 
of the community to employ VHEEs for radiotherapy also stimulated 
national and international initiatives to establish research facilities 
(such as CLEAR [75], PRAE [76] and CLARA [77] providing access to 
VHEE beams in order to accelerate research and development in VHEE 
domain and enhance faster translation of VHEE RT concepts to clinical 

practice. 

2.3. Laser-driven beams 

Laser-driven particle acceleration based on the use of intense, ultra- 
short laser pulses is attracting a very significant research effort. It is 
emerging as a novel technique for the generation and delivery of beams 
of energetic particles, particularly in the interest of a potential future 
driver for radiotherapy for both electrons [78,79,29] and ions [80,30]. 
In particular, novel laser wakefield accelerators enables compact devices 
[28] to generate VHEE beams, which enables further alternatives for 
advanced treatment modalities, as already mentioned in the previous 
section. 

Regarding proton and ion acceleration, experiments over the past 
two decades have shown the production of several tens of MeV proton 
and ion beams with unique properties, which have stimulated interest in 
several innovative applications [81]. Proton energies achieved so far are 
of the order of a hundred MeV which is within the energy range of use in 
proton therapy (60–250 MeV) [82,83], and a clear current research aim 
is to reach the upper end of the range by developing innovative accel-
eration mechanisms [81], as well as exploiting novel laser facilities 
currently being developed with increased laser power and intensities 
[84]. Currently, there are several national and international initiatives 
for investigating the possible use of laser-driven beams for medical ap-
plications: A-SAIL (Advanced Strategies For Accellerating Ions with 
Lasers) in United Kingdom [80,57]; the ELIMAIA (ELI Multidisciplinary 
Application of laser-Ion Acceleration) beam line at ELI-Beamlines 
(Extreme Light Infrastructure) in Czech Republic [85–87], the 
research at the DRACO and Penelope laser facility at HZDR continuing 
the onCOOPtics project [88] at OncoRay, the LIGHT collaboration 
[89,90] and the Munich Centre for Advanced Photonics (MAP) [91] 
collaboration at the new facility Centre for Advanced Laser Applications 
[92] in Germany, or the BELLA-i project at LBNL in United States [93]. 
These studies aim at exploring the potentialities of laser-driven beams 
towards future therapeutic applications. 

The pulse duration of beams from laser-based accelerators, is much 
shorter than that of conventional RF-based medical accelerators, (typi-
cally ps – ns for protons and fs for electrons compared to μs, see Fig. 2) 
whilst the dose rate during the short pulse is several orders of magnitude 
higher (109 Gy/s) than in conventional radiotherapy. The dose per pulse 
can amount up to several Gy. This implies significant metrological 
challenges. 

3. Metrological challenges and possible solutions for dosimetry 
at ultra-high pulse dose rate particle beams 

3.1. Primary standards 

3.1.1. Fricke dosimetry in UHPDR electron beams 
The Fricke dosimetry method can be used as primary standard for 

absorbed dose to water in conventional MeV electron beams [94,95]. 
For its application in UHPDR electron beams, the dependence of the 
radiation chemical yield on the parameters relevant for FLASH-RT have 
to be investigated. The dependence on the pulse dose has been investi-
gated by several research groups for Fricke solutions of different 
composition [96]. The standard Fricke solution (1 mM Fe2+, 0.4 M 
H2SO4, air saturated) is nearly independent on the dose rate up to ≈ 2 Gy 
per pulse. The radiation chemical yield decreases then by a few percent 
for 10 Gy pulses and falls off rapidly for higher dose per pulse [97,98]. 
The dose-rate independence can be extended to ≈ 20 Gy per pulse if the 
Fe2+ concentration is increased by a factor of 10 and if the solution is 
saturated with pure O2 (super-Fricke solution) [97,98]. Sodium chloride 
may be added to the solution to desensitize the system to organic im-
purities. However, then the dependence of the radiation chemical yield 
on the dose per pulse sets in at lower doses [98]. Due to the depletion of 
oxygen, the radiation chemical yield starts to decrease for a maximal 
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dose delivered to the standard Fricke or the super-Fricke solutions of 
more than 350 Gy or 1750 Gy, respectively [96]. Another important 
parameter for ultra-high pulse doses is the pulse repetition frequency. If 
the temporal spacing between the pulses is too short (sub ms), the 
reduction of the radiation chemical yield due to radical–radical re-
actions has to be studied more closely. However, so far no systematic 
investigation of this parameter has been performed. The existing results 
of carried out experiments for the application of Fricke dosimetry in 
ultra-high dose pulses are promising. However, extended studies with 
FLASH parameters are needed before the Fricke dosimetry can be used 
as primary standard in UHPDR electron beams. Such studies will be 
carried out by as part of work package 1 (WP 1) of UHDpulse. 

3.1.2. Graphite calorimeter for UHPDR proton beams 
Graphite calorimeters have been well established as primary stan-

dard level instruments for dosimetry in conventional radiotherapy 
[99,100]. For proton and ion therapy, NPL is commissioning the first 
primary standard based on a graphite calorimeter, performing a 
comprehensive program of experimental campaigns in clinical hadron 
therapy facilities in UK and Europe. NPL has considerable expertise in 
graphite calorimetry and the use of graphite calorimeters for proton and 
ion beams has been already demonstrated [101,102]. The NPL new 
graphite calorimeter, which is intended to be used as a primary standard 
of absorbed dose to water for clinical proton beams, is robust and 
portable enough to be used directly in the end-user facility. The aim is to 
achieve an uncertainty on reference dosimetry for protons of around 2% 
(at 95% confidence level) [103], which is approximately half the esti-
mated uncertainty for calibrations based on IAEA TRS-398 [104]. 
However, the application of graphite calorimeters in proton beams with 
ultra-high pulse dose rates is not trivial and has not yet been explored. 
Therefore, to allow for established and traceable dosimetry, an investi-
gation (and possible optimisation) of graphite calorimeters in particle 
beams with ultra-high dose per pulse and with ultra-short pulse duration 
is being carried out in the framework of the UHDpulse project. More-
over, the development of graphite calorimeters for absolute dosimetry 
for ultra-short, UHPDR charged particle beams from laser-driven ac-
celerators is also planned in the project in WP 1. 

FLASH proton beams. Graphite calorimetry has never been explored 
for UHPDR protons, therefore, challenges related to the possible influ-
ence of the substantial instantaneous heating on the calorimeter 
response must be properly investigated. NPL has recently conducted an 
experimental campaign at the Cincinnati’s Children Proton Therapy 
Centre in United States, where traceability to the NPL portable graphite 
primary standard has been provided in order to give confidence in 
interpretation of further pre-clinical FLASH measurements carried out at 
this Centre [105]. Moreover, ion recombination measurements with the 
PTW Advanced Markus and Roos and IBA PPC05 ionization chambers 
have been carried out. Dose rates ranging from conventional up to those 
used typically to achieve the FLASH effect have been explored (approx. 
1–140 Gy/s). 

Furthermore, in the framework of UHDpulse an experimental 
campaign at the FLASH setup [34] of the Proton Therapy Center of the 
Institute Curie in Orsay (CPO) is planned with the aim of providing 
traceability to the NPL primary standard up to ultra-high dose rates and 
investigating ion recombination in ionization chambers under such 
conditions. Moreover, during the same experiment, a prototype of small 
portable graphite calorimeter (SPGC, see Fig. 7), developed by NPL on 
the basis of a previous prototype used for low energy proton beams 
[101], will be tested and the response will be compared against primary 
standard graphite calorimeter. The SPGC is intended to be used for ab-
solute dosimetry of laser-driven proton beams. The possibility to 
reproduce at the CPO a sharp temperature rise, similar to what is ex-
pected for a laser-driven beam and, at the same time, dealing with very 
well controlled and reproducible beams will allow for a systematic 
characterization of the SPGC. 

Laser-driven proton beams. Laser-driven beams are characterized by 

extremely short pulses (ps – ns for protons) and high doses per each 
single pulse (up to several Gy), therefore producing dose rates in the 
pulse several order of magnitudes higher with respect to protons and 
ions accelerated by conventional RF machines. Dosimetry at these ultra- 
high dose rates is even more challenging than for FLASH proton beams 
produced by RF accelerators. The harsh experimental environment 
typical of high-power laser accelerators as well as the presence of large 
electromagnetic pulses (EMP) further complicate dose measurements 
with active dosimeters. 

Approaches employed so far for the dosimetric characterization of 
laser-driven protons include the use of Faraday cups for absolute 
dosimetry [106,86], transmission ionization chambers [61] as well as 
passive detectors such as radiochromic films (Gafchromic EBT2 or 
EBT3), previously calibrated with beams generated by RF accelerators 
(see [107,108]). For a broader review of the diagnostic techniques 
employed for characterizing and monitoring laser-driven proton beams 
we refer the reader to Ref. [109]. 

The challenge of providing reliable dose measurements for laser- 
driven ions will be addressed in the framework of the UHDpulse proj-
ect by developing, optimizing and characterizing new dosimtetric ap-
proaches based on the use of small graphite calorimeters. In particular, a 
new approach has been proposed for dosimetry of laser-driven protons, 
never exploited so far, which consists on the measurement of the 
absorbed dose using a prototype of the SPGC (Fig. 7). The SPGC has been 
operated for the first time in the ultra-high dose-rate laser driven proton 
beam produced by the PW Vulcan Laser at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory in the UK. Doses between 1–3 Gy per pulse were produced. 
Despite the presence of harsh experimental environment and large 
EMPs, a very good signal-to-noise ratio was achieved with the SPGC, 
demonstrating the feasibility of calorimetry measurements in a laser 
environment [110]. Further experimental campaigns with laser-driven 
proton beams are planned in the framework of UHDpulse at HZDR in 
Dresden (Germany) and at the ELIMAIA facility of Eli-Beamlines in 
Prague (Czech Republic). 

3.1.3. Graphite calorimeter as reference for dosimetry of VHEE beams 
Prior to the translation of VHEE studies into the clinical stage it is 

essential to develop accurate dosimetry protocols and characterize 
suitable detectors that could serve as secondary standard dosimeters for 

Fig. 7. The NPL small portable graphite calorimeter (SPGC) with the 15 cm 
side Styrofoam enclosure, with the circular jacket visible at the surface 
(in black). 
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this radiotherapy regime. The UHDpulse project will address this by 
investigating a number of commercially available ionization chambers 
and their optimal operational parameters for VHEE dosimetry. The 
assessment of the ion chamber performance will be conducted against 
absolute dose measurements carried out with a graphite calorimeter. 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8. 

Using this approach, it has been recently reported by McManus et al. 
[111] that the PTW Roos chamber, routinely used in clinical electron 
beam dosimetry, is suffering from very large ion recombination effects 
in ultra-short pulsed high dose-rate VHEE beams. These effects cannot 
be corrected using neither two-voltage analysis (TVA) method nor 
applying any of the available analytical modes previously developed by 
Boag [112,113] or DiMartino [114]. 

3.1.4. Graphite calorimeter for UHPDR electron beams 
The Central Office of Measures (GUM) has developed three different 

designs of durable and portable graphite calorimeters with a view to 
using them as a primary standards of the absorbed dose to water for high 
energy photons, electrons and proton beams. Within the UHDpulse 
project GUM will perform Monte Carlo simulations to determine 
correction factors to adapt one of the constructions – the portable 
graphite calorimeter IGNAS-GC16-002 (see Fig. 9) - for UHPDR electron 
beams. The next step will be the validation of this calorimeter by means 
of NPL’s primary standard graphite calorimeter. GUM, with guidance 
from NPL, will perform a series of measurements with its portable 
graphite calorimeter in a reference field for conventional radiation at 
NPL. The final step will be an investigation of GUM’s calorimeter in the 
UHPDR electron beam available at PTB in order to find a consistent 
procedure of operation under such conditions. GUM will determine 
correction factors for the heat transport in the calorimeter in UHPDR 
electron fields using finite element method (FEM) calculations. Aim is a 
direct validation of the beam by means of a further primary standard 
measuring device. Results and uncertainties will be compared with 
PTB’s and METAS’ primary standards. 

3.1.5. Al calorimeter for UHPDR electron beams 
In developing primary absorbed dose standards for UHPDR beams it 

is important to investigate possible systematic effects and/or ensure that 
standards developed by different groups are not strongly correlated. To 
that end, a transportable aluminium calorimeter that had been devel-
oped at the National Research Council Canada (NRC) originally for the 
measurement of the dosimetry parameter Wair [115] was tested in a 
UHPDR electron beam at PTB. The calorimeter is an open-to-atmosphere 
design but, in contrast to the more common graphite calorimeters used 
in a number of primary standards laboratories, the specific calorimeter 

employed here uses aluminum as the absorber material. This was chosen 
because a number of previous investigations had indicated that the 
granular nature of bulk graphite leads to inhomogeneities and impu-
rities that can be difficult to quantify. Aluminum, in contrast, is 
obtainable in a very pure, highly homogenous form. The calorimeter 
was tested in a UHPDR electron beam in the range of 0.3 to 1.8 Gy/pulse. 
The relative dose delivered was determined using a beam current 
transformer as monitor that measures precisely the total charge of each 
electron beam pulse prior to exiting the accelerator. Fig. 10 shows the 
Al-calorimeter response as a function of the charge per beam pulse, i.e. 
as a function of the dose per beam pulse. 

An analysis of the signal-to-noise indicated that single pulses could 
be measured at all dose-per-pulse values in the examined range without 
compromising the overall accuracy of the dose determination. The 
calorimeter showed good reproducibility, with a typical standard devi-
ation of the normalized temperature rise of 0.1%. The deviation of the 
Al-calorimeter response from the linear fit function shown in Fig. 10 was 
generally smaller than 0.5%. 

Fig. 8. The experimental setup of VHEE dosimetry study at CLEAR facility [75] with the NPL graphite calorimeter, ion chamber and monitor chamber placed along 
the beam line with the beam travelling from right to left. 

Fig. 9. GUM’s portable graphite calorimeter to be tested for use as a primary 
standard for UHPDR electron beams. 
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This initial measurement demonstrates that a calorimeter could be 
suitable as real-time detector for the accurate dosimetry of electron 
beams with ultra-high dose per pulse. The simplicity of the calorimeter 
design together with the transportability means that it could potentially 
be used in a clinical setting. This possibility will be investigated within 
the framework of UHDpulse. 

3.2. Secondary standards and relative dosimetry 

3.2.1. Ionization chambers 
The challenges of electron beam dosimetry. The international codes of 

practice for pulsed high-energy electron-beam dosimetry [104] recom-
mend the use of plane parallel ionization chambers for the measurement 
of the absorbed dose, with a correction of the ionization chamber 
response for the lack of complete charge collection due to ion recom-
bination using “two-voltage analysis” (TVA) method. However, it is 
known that the standard TVA starts to fail when applied to beams with 
high dose per pulse, as in IORT beams (20–120 mGy/pulse), because the 
non-inclusion of free-electron effects substantially exaggerate the 
correction to apply [114]. At ultra-high dose per pulse (> few hundred 
mGy/pulse), the ion concentration created by the pulse in the chamber 
cavity enhanced even more significantly the general recombination, 
causing a sharp decrease of the ion collection efficiency from 0.1 – 1 Gy/ 
pulse, with values typically below 50% for dose-per-pulse > 1 Gy/pluse 
[35]. For ultra-high dose rates also the screening of the chamber electric 
field can contribute significantly to enhance the general recombination 
effects. To date, a universally accepted model of ion recombination 
within this range of dose-per-pulse is still lacking and it would most 
probably require a reference dosimeter with a response independent of 
dose rate. 

As a result, absolute dosimetry on FLASH beams is currently mainly 
performed with chemical and passive dosimeters, such as radiochromic 
films, alanine or thermo-luminescent dosimeters, whose responses are 
believed to be constant when passing from low- to high-dose-per-pulse 
beams [116]. Regrettably, even with the most careful handling, they 
have been found to agree within 3%, and their respective relative 
standard uncertainties are about 3%, which is not low enough for clin-
ical use. Passive dosimeters have also the drawback to make impossible 
direct reading, i.e. the determination of an accurate dose needs hours or 
even days. 

The challenges of proton beam dosimetry. Today, most proton therapy 
institutions implement reference dosimetry using ionisation chamber 
based techniques to measure the absolute absorbed dose per monitor 
unit, under simple and reproducible conditions in a water phantom 
[117] and correction factors for the reduced ion collection efficiency due 
to recombination are applied to the ionisation measurements. The IAEA 
TRS-398 [104] code of practice describes thoroughly these corrections 

for high energy photon and electron beams, but remains less precise for 
proton beams. Indeed, the recommendations of this code concern mainly 
the approach of pulsed proton beams, but it is recognised that the con-
ditions for this approach are not systematically met in clinical proton 
beam dosimetry due to the high pulse repetition frequency of current 
beams (e.g around 100 MHz for a cyclotron accelerator, which some-
times should be treated as continuous) [118]. In addition, volume 
recombination can be very much affected by the dose rate, dose per 
pulse and the primary particle flux, and the validity of current methods 
must be questioned in view of the limited experimental data available in 
FLASH conditions with dose per pulse values well above those used in 
routine clinical proton therapy. 

Possible solutions. The use of air ionization chambers in the ultra-high 
dose per pulse regime exhibit serious drawbacks due to the presence of a 
limited charge collection efficiency that can yield ion recombination 
correction factors that depart significantly from unity. There has been 
many efforts to provide an underlying model describing those effects 
[113,114] while most of the current approaches are phenomenological 
[35] with parameters that do not have a proper physical meaning. 
Currently Boag–type models present large discrepancies to describe the 
ion recombination in the high and ultra-high dose per pulse beam con-
ditions [31]. Alternatively the description of the associated non-linear 
effects can be also performed through numerical solutions [119] of 
the non-linear coupled differential equations associated to the charge- 
carrier densities in the chamber. For example, for a plane parallel 
ionization chamber the unidimensional equivalent equations would be: 

∂n+(x, t)
∂t

= N(x, t) − α n+(x, t) n− (x, t) − θ n+(x, t) ne(x, t)

−
∂
∂x
{E(x, t) μ+ n+(x, t)}

∂n− (x, t)
∂t

= γ ne(x, t) − α n+(x, t) n− (x, t)

+
∂
∂x
{E(x, t) μ− n− (x, t)}

∂ne(x, t)
∂t

= N(x, t) − γ ne(x, t) − θ n+(x, t) ne(x, t)

+
∂
∂x
{we ne(x, t)}

(1)  

where E(x, t) stands for the electric field, N(x, t) corresponds to the 
number of electron-ion pairs released per unit time and volume due to 
ionization and n+(x, t), n− (x, t) and ne(x, t) are the positive ion, negative 
ion and electron densities in the chamber, α and θ are the ion-to-ion and 
electron-to-ion recombination constants, μ+, μ− are the positive and 
negative ion mobilities, γ is the electron attachment constant and we is 
the electron drift speed. 

Even these detailed numerical models are an overall description of 
the actual charge carriers and their transport in the chamber given the 
complexity of the different ion species formed in air [120]. The most 
straight-forward strategy for this ionometric dosimetry is the use of 
small gap chambers that provide the enhancement of the free-electron 
component with higher mobility than the ions produced in air, smaller 
carrier densities in the gap and thus a reduced recombination effect. 
While most of the commercially available chambers have distance be-
tween electrodes in excess of 0.5 mm, it could be possible to extend the 
use of air ionization chambers as a secondary standard to high and ultra- 
high dose per pulse range if the air gap is reduced as shown in Fig. 11. 
The ion recombination correction factor from Fig. 11 has been obtained 
through numerical solution of the Eqs. (1) for a 5 Gy/pulse FLASH pulse 
with a 1 μs duration as a function of the air gap in a plane parallel 
chamber geometry operated at 300 V. If the ion recombination correc-
tion factor is close to unity so that its uncertainty hardly contributes, 
then ionization chambers could be used as a secondary standard also for 
UHPDR beams. 

Within UHDpulse, work on a better theoretical model of ion 

Fig. 10. Dose per pulse from Al-calorimeter measurements as a function of the 
charge per beam pulse measured by a beam current transformer. Line: linear fit. 
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recombination is being carried out and new ionization chamber pro-
totypes with small electrode spacings are being developed and tested in 
UHPDR beams. 

3.2.2. Graphite Probe Calorimeter ‘Aerrow’ 
The graphite probe calorimeter (GPC, referred to as Aerrow detector 

in literature) developed by Renaud et al. [121,122] is the first graphite 
calorimeter being developed specifically for the clinical application in 
radiotherapy (see Fig. 12). It offers two modes of operation, isothermal 
and quasi-adiabatic. The relatively small form-factor and its handling in 
clinical practice resemble that of a Farmer-type ionization chamber, i.e. 
the GPC can be used in a standard clinical measurement setup with a 
typical water phantom or a water equivalent phantom. While vacuum- 
based thermal insulation is most common in graphite calorimetry ap-
plications, the GPC’s insulating layers are built with aerogel material. 

The feasibility of the GPC has been demonstrated for absolute 
dosimetry for high-energy photon and electron beams [122,123]. Its 
properties make it a promising candidate for standardized measure-
ments of the absorbed dose of particle beams with ultra-high pulse dose 

rates using the quasi-adiabatic mode of operation. Commercial pro-
totypes of GPC are being developed at Sun Nuclear Corp. (Melbourne, 
FL, USA) and will be tested in UHPDR electron reference fields and in 
clinical FLASH beams within WP2 and WP3 of the UHDpulse project. 

3.2.3. Silicon diode detectors 
Semiconductor detectors (silicon and diamond) have been used for 

many years for active photon and charged particle radiotherapy 
dosimetry. Compared with an ionisation chamber of the same volume, 
they have a higher sensitivity thanks to their higher density and to the 
smaller ionization energy compared to the gas. Moreover, they can be 
fabricated with smaller sizes than ion chambers, providing high spatial 
resolution [124]. 

Typical silicon diodes used in dosimetry are based on P-N junctions 
where the surface of p-type bulk silicon is doped with an n-type element 
using ion diffusion or implantation techniques to create the junction. 
The built-in electrical field in the boundary between p and n silicon 
creates a carrier-free region, typically tenths of microns wide, that 
constitutes the sensitive volume of the detector. 

The response of silicon diode dosimeters to ionizing radiation is 
complex and is affected by silicon material, previous irradiation history, 
dose rate and temperature [125–130]. Radiation damage forms recom-
bination centres in the silicon, reducing the signal and consequently the 
sensitivity of the dosimeter with use. The recombination of charge car-
riers is also affected by the dose rate, as at high rates the recombination 
centres may become saturated, resulting in a non-linear response with 
dose per pulse. The creation of recombination centres is faster for the 
initial radiation exposure, so commercial silicon dosimeters are usually 
pre-irradiated to minimize this effect. However, regular calibrations of 
the diode response are still needed for accurate clinical dosimetry. 

In recent years, silicon sensor technology has advanced thanks to the 
introduction of micromachining techniques that allow to create 3D 
structures out of silicon with resolution in the sub-micrometre range. 
Silicon detectors using this new technology (“3D”) were pioneered by 
the UHDpulse partner CSIC–CNM for the high-luminosity particle 
physics experiments at CERN which have stringent demands regarding 
spatial resolution, speed of response and radiation hardness. These 3D 
detectors have micromachined electrodes that penetrate the silicon 
bulk, instead of being limited to the surface so charge collection distance 
and collection time are considerably shorter than in standard planar 
devices [131]. More recently this technology has been extended to 
produce silicon microdosimeters for hadrontherapy; these devices have 
well-defined collection volumes with dimensions of a few μm and charge 
collection times < 1 ns [132,133]. The 3D microtechnology is also a 
promising option for dosimetry in UHPDR beams as the use of micron- 
sized volumes (see Fig. 13) with very small inter-electrode distance 
should reduce the recombination effect in comparison to current silicon 
diode dosimeters. 

In the framework of WP3 of the UHDpulse project, novel silicon 
microdosimeters will be evaluated as dosimeters in UHPDR proton and 
electron beams along with commercial available silicon dosimeters. 

3.2.4. Diamond detector 
A commercially available synthetic single crystal diamond detector 

is the microDiamond T60019 from PTW-Dosimetry. This detector has 
been characterized for relative dosimetry in large and small electron and 
photon beams [134–137]. Furthermore, this detector was evaluated for 
absolute photon dosimetry [138] and proton therapy [139–141]. Due to 
the high dose stability this detector is promising for the range of high 
and ultra-high dose per pulse. A first characterization in the range of 
high dose per pulse has already been performed [142]. The observed 
dosimetric properties indicate that the diamond detector is a suitable 
candidate for clinical electron beam dosimetry with high dose per pulse 
although a dose per pulse dependence could not been totally excluded. 
The investigation of the microDiamond in the ultra-high dose per pulse 
range is part of WP3 in this project. 
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Fig. 11. Simulated ion recombination correction factor for a plane parallel air 
ionization chamber operated at 300 V as a function of the distance between 
electrodes for a pulse of 5 Gy with a 1 μs duration. 

Fig. 12. A prototype of the Graphite Probe Calorimeter without its waterproof 
housing, next to a Sun Nuclear SNC 600c Farmer chamber for scale. The cy-
lindrical graphite core (not visible) has a length of 10 mm and a diameter of 
6.1 mm. 
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3.2.5. TimePix3 detector 
Utilizing of novel Timepix3 [143] detector is one of the techniques 

being explored in the framework of UHDpulse to improve current 
dosimetry and metrology to cope with UHPDR beams. The sensitive area 
of its semiconductor sensor is segmented to 256 × 256 very small pixels 
(each of 55 × 55 μm). The pixelated detector provides the image of track 
for each detected particle. This imaging capability allows for dis-
tinguishing the particle types and their directions. Therefore, not only 
the total energy and intensity is recorded but composition of the radi-
ation field can be extracted as well analyzing the shapes of the particle 
tracks. 

The detector module for FLASH radiotherapy is based on “MiniPIX- 
TPX3-Flex” device by ADVACAM (see Fig. 14 bottom right). It is adapted 
for operation immersed in water phantom. Its material composition is 
made tissue equivalent to minimize disturbances of the measured 

radiation field (Fig. 14 right). The sensor itself is either silicon or CdTe. 
Timepix3 is a hybrid pixel detector readout chip, a successor to the 
Timepix chip, that can record time-of-arrival and energy simultaneously 
in each pixel. Timepix3 comes with a new data-driven readout archi-
tecture that allows for on-line readout of each hit pixel thanks to 
throughput of up to 40 Mhits/s/cm2. This architecture allows simulta-
neous measurement and data acquisition, which reduce the dead-time 
virtually to zero. 

Detectors based on TimePix3 are developed and tested in WP3 and 
WP4 of the UHDpulse project. 

3.3. Beam monitoring 

3.3.1. Monitor chambers and current transformers for FLASH electron 
beams 

Ultra-high dose rate FLASH electron beams did not benefit from 
monitoring until now. Typically, the semi-transparent ionization 
chambers (ICs) used in conventional medical accelerators saturate when 
used under UHPDR conditions. Commercially available ultra-high dose 
rate electron accelerators did not solve this issue until now. Effectively, 
one can tailor a semi-transparent IC to UHPDR beams by decreasing the 
active volume, but would lose the sensitivity at conventional dose rate. 
The large dynamic range associated to a fast response, typically sub 
microseconds, make the design of monitor chambers difficult. Using two 
ICs in parallel could provide monitoring over a broader dose rate range. 
Such opportunity is planed to be explored. 

In addition, it is planned to explore beam current transformers 
(BCT), such as AC Current Transformer (ACCT) or Integrating Current 
Transformer (ICT). These devices are promising, even though they are 
not used in clinical settings. However, beam physicists have develop a 
broad knowledge of BCT and commercial solution exists, such as from 
Bergoz Instrumentation (www.bergoz.com). At PTB’s research electron 
accelerator, ICTs are already being used to precisely determine the 
charge of the beam pulses [144] (see Fig. 10). Typically, time resolution 
is not an issue with BCT, for example, ACCT resolve easily submicro-
second signals. The dynamic range issue can be circumvent by using two 

Fig. 13. SEM image of the section of a Si-microdosimeter. The central electrode 
is surrounded by a 3D trench electrode that delimits the active volume. 

Fig. 14. Left: detector module for UHPDR beams based on MiniPIX TPX3 Flex in a water phantom in a ultra-high dose rate proton beam in the experimental room at 
OncoRay Dresden. Yellow line indicates the proton beam axis. Right: detection module. Bottom right: Original “MiniPIX-TPX3-Flex” detector. 
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data acquisition systems tailored for low and high amplitudes. If well 
designed and calibrated, the data recording can provide dosimetric data 
during the ultra-high dose rate irradiation. In the project it is planned to 
use BCTs in order to monitor UHPDR reference beams at NMIs, but also 
to develop pre-clinical monitoring systems based on this technology. 

The connection of such monitoring system with the accelerator sys-
tem to change the output is still a challenge. It seems possible to design 
feedback loops dealing with the output level between pulses, but the sub 
microsecond requirement of a monitoring during the pulse is not 
possible yet. Such system can be used as a safety system to insure the 
correct number of pulses delivered to the patient, but its resolution is 
directly dependent on the number of pulses. 

3.3.2. Monitor chambers for FLASH proton beams 
The current state of the art of beam monitors are air-filled trans-

mission ionization chambers: they are well-established, easy to handle 
and show a high linearity for typical clinical proton beams. Some 
necessary correction factors like air pressure and temperature are easily 
accounted for and applied online routinely. The IBA proteus one solu-
tion is for example equipped with the so-called IC2/3 [145] ionisation 
chambers whose design and bias voltage were optimised to perform the 
beam monitoring during each therapy session in this limited clinical 
dose-rate range. With FLASH RT, however, the dose-rate (beam current 
density) is dramatically increased, which gives rise to recombination 
losses in these ICs. Indeed, these ICs have been designed to operate at a 
mean dose rate below 100 Gy/s where their operating point does not 
suffer from saturation or non-linear behaviours. As these signal losses in 
the beam monitoring system would result in application of more radi-
ation dose than intended, they have either to be accounted for or avoi-
ded using an adapted design. The former is technically more demanding, 
thus the latter is preferred if the beam physical parameters allow it. This 
is for instance the case for proton therapy systems based on quasi- 
continuous accelerators (like isochronous cyclotrons) and can be prac-
tically achieved by shrinking the electrode gap of the IC and/or 
increasing the applied high voltage. As an example, the ionisation 
chamber DOSION [146] has been modified to achieve ion recombina-
tion less than 1% for instantaneous dose-rates up to 1 kGy/s. It also 
includes different current dividers from 1/100th to 1/10000th to avoid 
electrometer saturation. The dosimetric properties of a scanned beam 
and monitoring system were also studied in order to demonstrate the 
feasibility to monitor FLASH dose rates [147]. 

In WP3 of the UHDpulse project, a new transmission monitor 
chamber for FLASH proton beam is being investigated and further 
developed. 

3.4. Stray radiation 

All the therapeutic radiation beams studied in the project are char-
acterized by the generation of secondary radiation fields with the same 
pulsed time structure as the primary beam. Such mixed fields are 
composed by radiation of different types and/or energy and cause 
parasitic doses to healthy tissue and critical organs outside the target 
volumes. This unwanted out of filed dose is crucial for the optimization 
of the therapy in view of a personalized dose management, as described 
in Ref. [148] paragraph 7. 

The dosimetry of mixed radiation fields presents the difficulty caused 
by the necessity of proper identification of field components. In UHPDR 
beams the dosimetry is even more complicated due to the pulsed time 
structure of the field. Even if the stray radiation intensity is not high (and 
by no means ultra-high) the challenge of the short pulse duration limits 
the availability of detectors. Passive detectors can still be used, but 
concerning active detectors, their capability of coping with pulsed fields 
must be demonstrated. 

3.4.1. Photons, electrons and protons 
Stray radiation field consists mainly from photons and electrons. 

Depending on primary beam parameters and measurement position, 
protons, neutrons, and ions can contribute to the stray radiation dose as 
well. The key requirement from a stray radiation detector is the possi-
bility to distinguish particle types. This is fulfilled with a Timepix3 de-
tector with an appropriate silicon or CdTe sensor [143]. It is a novel 
active pixelized semiconductor device possessing high spatial, energy 
and time resolution (1.6 ns) that allows the visualization of individual 
charged particle tracks. Thus, the detector characteristics provide 
unique possibility to distinguish different types of particles according to 
their track structure even in pulsed fields with high count rates per 
pulse. 

Within WP4 of the UHDpulse project, the Timepix3 detector will be 
optimized for the use specifically for detection of stray radiation inside a 
water phantom. Experiments and Monte Carlo simulations will be 
exploited to find optimal sensor parameters and detector design. The 
methodology will be developed to qualify and quantify different particle 
track types measured by the optimized detector in UHPDR stray radia-
tion fields and finally to determine absorbed dose to water and subse-
quently equivalent dose. Validation of the methodology will be 
performed in reference fields. 

3.4.2. Neutrons 
In case the energy of the primary beam is above the threshold of 

neutron generation (about 6 MeV) the stray radiation is composed by a 
mixed neutron/photon field and the proportion of the two components 
can vary depending on the primary particles and their energy. An active 
neutron detector must simultaneously cope with the short pulse dura-
tion and the photon discrimination. Neutrons represents the most 
penetrating component of the stray radiation field and its energy dis-
tribution is strongly dependent on the measuring position with respect 
to the direction of the primary beam [149]. For this reason, a full 
characterization of the neutron field includes both dosimetry and 
spectrometry. In recent years a new rem-counter, called LUPIN, espe-
cially designed for pulsed field was developed [150–153] and it is now 
available on the market. The working principle of this device is based on 
the measurement of the total charge generated in the thermal neutron 
sensitive proportional counter hosted in the center of a neutron 
moderator. This detector can be effectively used for dosimetry and the 
issue of neutron spectrometry is tackled adapting the LUPIN technology 
to the well known technique of the Bonner Sphere Spectrometer (BSS). 
The existing BSS normally used at NPL [154,155] will be adapted to the 
LUPIN electronics and the response functions of the BSS will be recal-
culated with Monte Carlo simulations. The simulated response functions 
will be validated with irradiation to monoenergetic neutrons at NPL and 
tested in workplaces fields exhibiting a pulsed time structure. 

4. The UHDpulse project 

4.1. Consortium 

The UHDpulse project brings together leading European National 
Metrology Institutes (NMI) in the field of radiation dosimetry with 
leading universities, research institutes and academic hospitals in the 
field of radiotherapy and radiation detector developments to deliver 
standardized, practicable and traceable dose measurements for the 
application of particle beams with ultra-high pulse dose rates, i.e. with 
ultra-high dose per pulse or with ultra-short pulse duration. In total five 
NMIs (PTB – Germany, CMI – Czech Republic, METAS – Switzerland, 
GUM – Poland, and NPL – United Kingdom), two academic hospitals 
(CHUV – Switzerland, and Institut Curie – France), three universities 
(PoliMi – Italy, QUB – United Kingdom, and USC – Spain), three national 
research institutes (IMB-CNM, CSIC – Spain, NPI – Czech Republic, and 
HZDR – Germany), one European research institute (ELI – Czech Re-
public) and two companies (ADVACAM – Czech Republic, and PTW – 
Germany) are included as partner. Interested institutions that want to 
contribute to the goals of the project may join as Collaborator (Up to 
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now: University of Oldenburg, Sun Nuclear Corp., Varian Medical Sys-
tems, LPC CAEN, IBA Dosimetry, INSPIRE (https://protonsinspire.eu/), 
MedAustron, National Research Council Canada, Université Laval, Sor-
dina IORT Technologies, and DE.TEC.TOR. Devices & Technologies 
Torino). 

4.2. Objectives 

The overall goal of the project is to provide the metrological tools 
needed to establish traceability in absorbed dose measurements of 
UHPDR particle beams. These tools are a prerequisite for the comparison 
of radiobiological effectiveness for different irradiation modalities and 
sites; they are essential to carry out pre-clinical radiobiological studies 
to test and compare the efficacy of these beams, and to enable future 
clinical application of these emerging technologies. 

The specific objectives of the project are: 

• To develop a metrological framework, including SI-traceable pri-
mary and secondary reference standards and validated reference 
methods for dosimetry measurements for particle beams with ultra- 
high pulse dose rates.  

• To characterise the response of available detector systems in particle 
beams with ultra-high dose per pulse or with ultra-short pulse 
duration.  

• To develop traceable and validated methods for relative dosimetry 
and for the characterisation of stray radiation outside the primary 
pulsed particle beams.  

• To provide the input data for future Codes of Practice for absolute 
dose measurements in particle beams with ultra-high pulse dose 
rates. 

4.3. Work packages 

The partners will fulfill the aim of the project in four technical WPs 
(see Fig. 15). Most partners are involved in all WPs. 

WP1: SI-traceable primary standards for absorbed dose measurements. 
The aim of WP1, led by NPL, is to provide the metrological input needed 
to support absolute dosimetry of UHPDR particle beams, generated with 
conventional as well as laser-driven accelerators. The work includes 
establishment of Fricke dosimetry, water calorimetry and graphite 
calorimetry primary standards for the absorbed dose measurements due 
to UHPDR electron and proton beams, and initiation of developments of 
graphite calorimeters for absolute dosimetry for laser-driven electron 
and proton beams. The work in this WP will also lead to the establish-
ment of the reference UHPDR radiation fields for electron beams 
enabling traceable calibrations for FLASH electron RT. 

WP2: Secondary standards and reference methods for reference and 
relative dosimetry. The aim of WP2, led by METAS, is to transfer traceable 
dosimetry into clinical and pre-clinical UHPDR beam accelerators. Part 
of this WP concentrates on the transfer from the primary standards 
developed in WP1 to their implementation in the reference dosimetry at 
(pre-) clinical facilities using FLASH electron accelerators, laser driven 
accelerators, or VHEE beams. The partners will determine already 
established measurement systems suitable to become secondary stan-
dards for FLASH electron beams and test their characteristics required 
for metrological and clinical use. This WP also deals with the estab-
lishment of necessary metrological framework required for the devel-
opment of clinically relevant working protocols in FLASH RT which will 
serve as an input for future code of practice. 

WP3: Detector systems for measurements in the primary beam. The aim 
of WP3, led by CHUV, is to evaluate novel absolute and relative dosi-
metric systems compatible with pre-clinical and clinical UHPDR FLASH 
and laser-driven accelerators. In complement to WP2, this WP explores 
novel and custom-build detectors as well as beam monitoring systems. 
Work effort in this WP will be crowned by an intercomparison of the 
considered detector systems in respective UHPDR particle beams. 

WP4: Detector systems and methods for dosimetry outside primary beam. 
The WP4, led by ADVACAM, is focused on the development of traceable 
and validated methods for characterisation of stray radiation outside the 
UHPDR primary particle beam. The results of this WP will lead to the 

Fig. 15. Structure of work packages within the UHDpulse project. Arrows: WP1 provides traceability to primary standards as input for other WPs. Detectors 
developed and tested in WP3 may used as secondary standards mentioned in new dosimetry formalism. 
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compilation of a Best Practice Guide for the characterization of stray 
radiation outside UHPDR particle beams. 

5. Conclusion 

A brief review is given about the current developments of emerging 
radiotherapy techniques exploiting pulsed particle beams with high 
doses per pulse. Various sources generating pulsed beams of ionizing 
particles are being developed, namely FLASH electron and proton 
beams, Very High Energy Electron (VHEE) beams, and laser-driven 
electron and proton beams. One of the current limitations for these 
new radiotherapy techniques is the lack of clinical reference dosimetry 
traceable to national metrology standards. Due to ultra-high dose rates 
and pulsed structure of the beams, it is not possible to simply apply 
Codes of Practice available for dosimetry in conventional external 
radiotherapy. The European project “Metrology for advanced radio-
therapy using particle beams with ultra-high pulse dose rates” aims to 
develop metrological tools needed to establish traceability in absorbed 
dose measurements of ultra-high pulse dose rate particle beams. These 
tools are necessary for accurate comparison of radiobiological experi-
ments, to compare the efficacy and to enable future clinical application 
of these beams. 
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